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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2019132834A2] The present invention relates to a dishwasher which ensures cleaning of stuck, dried remains on dishes (13) directly in
dishwasher, without pre-washing, by means of spherical cleaning balls (13) which have at least one center point of cleaning ball (6) and cleaning ball
radius (6.1), and an iron sphere (1.1) in its innermost layer for being recollected by the cleaning ball collector electromagnet (7) after being sprayed
onto the dishes, flexible sponge (2) in its middle layer for not damaging the dishes during impacts, a water proof elastic coating on its outermost layer
in order to prevent water from contacting with the iron sphere (1.1) and flexible sponge (2), a surface having a plurality of pointed elastic thorns (5)
on at least one hemisphere of the cleaning ball (1) to mechanically fragment stuck and dried remains, and a surface having a plurality of elliptical
elastic palettes (4) on at least one hemisphere of the cleaning ball (1) to wipe stuck and dried remains. The invention is characterized by comprising
a spraying arm (11), a spraying arm blade (11.1) and a cleaning ball spraying nozzle (11.2) allowing the cleaning balls (1) to mix and to be sprayed
with water, a collector electromagnet (7) and a cleaning ball collection chamber (8) for collecting the cleaning balls (1) back impacting to dishes (13),
a cleaning ball recirculation motor (9) and a cleaning ball conveying pipe (10) for returning the collected cleaning balls (1) back to washing cycle
again.
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